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Principles and Practices
for Successful Experience Design

Desirability

Feasibility Viability
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Desirability

Feasibility Viability

How do you achieve
such success?
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Good 

design means 
following rules! 

My rules!

Top Ten Guidelines for Homepage Usability

6. Show Examples of Real Site 
Content

7.  Begin Link Names with the Most 
Important Keyword

8. Offer Easy Access to Recent 
Homepage Features

9. Don't Over-Format Critical 
Content, Such as Navigation Areas

10. Use Meaningful Graphics

Following are ten things you can do to “increase the usability” of your homepage and 
thus “enhance” your website's “business value.” 

Jakob Nielson Alertbox, May 12, 2002 http://www.useit.com/alertbox/20020512.html
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1. Include a One-Sentence Tagline

2.  Write a Window Title with Good 
Visibility in Search Engines and 
Bookmark Lists

3. Group all Corporate Information in 
One Distinct Area 

4. Emphasize the Site's Top High-
Priority Tasks

5. Include a Search Input Box
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#14 in Internet 

Retailer’s Top 400

#15 #17 #20 #22

Include a one-sentence tagline

Emphasize the site’s top 
high-priority tasks

Show examples of real site content

Offer easy access to recent 
homepage features

Use meaningful graphics

Include a search input box

So, I can’t just 
follow the rules?



“Obeying rules without an 
understanding of the reasons 
behind them creates an 
approximation of competence 
which leaves one vulnerable to 
the exceptions.”

Sea Kayaker's Deep Trouble
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It’s too early to depend on best practices 
and guidelines

Practicing solid methods allows for adaptation to 
new circumstances and environments

Business value is a core element of design and 
user experience, and must be considered as such

We have only experienced the tip of the iceberg



Statement Website Call 
Center

Branch Planning
Guide

Goals of Discovery

Learn what expectations, assumptions, ideas, and biases 
exist inside the organization

Build short-term and long-term support for the project

Understand what success means

Focus the research and design efforts in the right direction

Fundamentally: to head off problems before they occur
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Why bother?

If you don’t do discovery,
you will regret it



“Laying Tracks” Movie

10 Ways Projects Can Bite Back

1. Project gets bogged down in approvals

2. What you deliver is not what people expect

3. You discover half-way through that the scope is much greater than you imagined

4. Feature creep

5. Disenfranchised people become obstacles

6. You deliver on stated goals, only to find out messier unstated goals

7. Nobody understands what you’re saying 

8. Someone important and powerful squashes the solution a week before launch

9. Your final solution, though cool, doesn’t solve the original problem

10. Your proposed solution can’t be implemented

16



stakeholders
“I can 

cancel your 
project”

People who can fund 
or kill the project

“I can slow 
down your 

project”

People who can make 
the project successful

“I have to 
inherit your 

project”

People who must 
develop or adopt 

the results

People Projects Money

C-level Vision, success, 
mission, and goals

Management Making things happen, 
objectives

Individual
contributor

Getting things done,
tasks

The Inverted Pyramid

$

Ruthlessly adapted from Harry Max

Time Horizon



stakeholders

“I only get 
paid when..”

“We’ve 
never been 
able to...”

“What I 
really need 

is...”

» Create empathy

“How it 
really should 

work is...”

“We had 
this idea last 
Spring to...”

“I wish there 
was a way 

to...”

» Benefit from ideas

“We tried 
that once 
before...”

“That’s a 
lightning rod 

issue.”

» Identify landmines

“Yes” “Yes” “No!”

» Find (mis)alignment

#1 way to get input from Stakeholders:

Talk to them.

But first, 
prepare!
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Talking to stakeholders

Identify who 
to talk with

Define what 
you need to 

understand to 
succeed

Strategic context
Success criteria
Pet concerns
Risks and mitigations
Current capabilities
Feasibility issues
Past mistakes
Competitive concerns

Prepare a script 
of universal 
questions
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Talking to stakeholders

Identify who 
to talk with

Prepare a script 
of universal 
questions

Define what 
you need to 

understand to 
succeed

Universally effective questions

» What do you do?

» Why?

» How do you know if you’re successful?

» How would you measure that?

» If this project is successful, what impact 

will that have on your business? 

» What do you expect a successful project will be like?

» What will it do? What features will it have?
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Talking to stakeholders

Identify who 
to talk with

Prepare a script 
of universal 
questions

Define what 
you need to 

understand to 
succeed

Prepare 
specific 

question for 
each interview

Specific questions for a CMO

BRAND-RELATED QUESTIONS» How should this project effect customer’s perception of the brand?
» Where does this project fit in the brand experience?MARKET-RELATED QUESTIONS» Who is the target market for this project? What do we know about it?

» How should this project be positioned versus competition?DEPLOYMENT QUESTIONS
» How can we reach this target market?LOGISTICAL QUESTIONS

» Who on your team can serve as a liaison or proxy to our project? 
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Debrief after 
each interview

Conduct the 
interviews

Report back 
and follow 

through on mis-
alignments

Analyze the 
results for 

(mis)alignment
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Debrief after 
each interview

Conduct the 
interviews

Report back 
and follow 

through on mis-
alignments

Analyze the 
results for 

(mis)alignment

We agree on... We differ on...

» The business goal is to maximize 

percentage of rooms filled and dollar 

amount spent per room

» Guest loyalty and repeat visits is the 

primary means to reaching this goal

» Operational costs must be managed 

and kept under control

» The scope of the project.  How much 

of the guest experience should be 

considered a part of this effort?

» What type of guest experiences lead 

to repeat visits and loyalty behaviors?

» How to measure the effectiveness of 

the changes and continue to improve 

the experience in a cost-efficient 

manner?

A great inroad for 
you to have a role in 

creating strategy

ROI
Return

Investment



Interaction Design

In-depth case studies to examine the link between 
user experience and business value

• How is value being measured? Why? 
• What effect is that measurement having?
• How is it affecting management, accountability, and 

decision-making? 

Selected firms represent diverse business models
• Site strategies: ecommerce, product research, information/

media, online service, intranet 
• Business types: public, private, and not-for-profit firms
• Companies: ESPN, Belkin, KQED, Cathay Pacific, Bank of 

America 
28

Our Research



Set annual 
budgets

Design 
and
test

Assess actual valueAssess actual valueAssess actual valueAssess actual value

Identify business 
problems & 

opportunities

Compare potential 
projects and choose

Benchmark metrics

User Experience 
Value Chain

Interaction Design

Symptoms that you lack focus

• The panacea project: "this will fix everything"

• “We want to be the Google/iPod of _____"

• Ambitions exceed resources

• Too many competing requirements

• Prior attempts failed

• Can't say "no" 

• Focus on just one metric

30



Interaction Design

54

Rate each 
business problem’s 
importance and 
feasibility

Im
po

rt
an

ce
 

Feasibility

Reduce call 
center 
volume

Focus 

Increase 
brand 
awareness

1 2 3

5

4

3

2

1

More $ in 
existing accts

Prioritize Business Problems and Opportunities
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Example for a 
bank website

Consider

Neglect
Decrease 
in-person 
applications

More 
accounts per 
customer

Retain high 
value 
customers

Interaction Design

1. Identify opportunities and problems

• Culled from stakeholder interviews

• Brainstorm in a workshop

• Make sure these are significant business 
opportunities or problems 

• Don’t sell yourself short!
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Interaction Design

2. Rate each problem and opportunity

• Keep it simple
• 2 dimensions, scale of 1-5

• Importance
• How crucial it is to the business to solve this

• Feasibility or viability
• How much impact you can actually have addressing this 

problem or opportunity

• Limit the number of “points”
• An average of 3 points per business problem

• 5 business problems? You have 15 points to distribute

33

Interaction Design

3. Graph business problem ratings and discuss

34

• Focus
Your design must 
address these

• Consider
Your design 
should 
accommodate 
these

• Neglect
Unwise use of 
time to address 
these 
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Feasibility

Reduce call 
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Focus 

Increase 
brand 
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1 2 3
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Consider

Neglect
Decrease 
in-person 
applications

More 
accounts per 
customer

Retain high 
value 
customers



Interaction Design

4. Communicate to others in your organization

• Great for 
sharing with 
others 

• Get 
organizational 
alignment 
prioritization 
of business 
problems; 
don’t wait for 
feature 
prioritization

35
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Im
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Feasibility

Reduce call 
center 
volume

Focus 

Increase 
brand 
awareness

1 2 3

5

4

3

2

1

More $ in 
existing accts

Consider

Neglect
Decrease 
in-person 
applications

More 
accounts per 
customer

Retain high 
value 
customers

Ducks in a Row 36

Focus

Focus means

• Saying “no”

• Achievable mandate

• Explicit design guidance



#2 way to get input from Stakeholders:

Make a solution 
with them.

Effort

V
iv

id
ne

ss

Comic Scenario

Lo-Fi Prototype

“Artifact from 
the Future”

Box

Co-creating solutions

38



1. Show the problem

2. Manage the politics

3. Don't promise a silver bullet

4. Pay attention to style

5. Benefit the bottom line

39

Ruthlessly stolen from Samantha Starmer

Selling your solution

Our research indicated that efforts to measure the 
value of design (however basic) are fundamentally 
worthwhile, leading to better decision-making, less 
frustration, more innovation, more empowered 
design teams, and a better environment for 
“doing good work.”

40

Bottom line



What influences the project and your success:

  

41

Organization 
dynamics

Individual 
goals & needs

Consumer 
perceptions

Competitive 
Environment

Key metrics 
to move

Business 
problems to solve

Create something which is 
viable in the marketplace

42



Uploading

HIGH

LOW

Storage Viewing Editing Sharing Printing

Snapfish

Kodak 
EasyShare

CVS

Flickr

inspired by Blue Ocean Strategy, W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne



Who are our users?

What are they doing and why?

45
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Developing empathy

Understanding people’s behaviors and motivations 

Letting go of biases and preconceptions

47

What is research for?

48



A note about people

Bad at predicting their own behaviors

Good at recalling their behaviors

Bad at focusing on things they don’t really care about.

49

The Research Plan

You will succeed or fail by your research plan!

Questions are more important than answers.

Focus on what happens before and after 
data collection.

50



Don’t let methodology drive your research

Never shoehorn -- be method neutral.

Some signs of method madness:
Method chosen before questions

Planning or analysis feels rushed.

You don’t feel like you’re getting anywhere.

51

A madness in your methods

Different Types of Research

Methods Used for

Demographic
Who are they?
Age, sex, geography

Surveys
Analyze registration 
database

Lay of the land
Audience segmentation
Inform/validate other research

Conceptual
How do things get done?
Behavior patterns, 
conceptual models

Field research
Contextual interviews 
Card sorting

Product strategy
Gap analysis
Information architecture

Preference
What do they like or dislike?
Preferences, opinions, 
desires

Surveys
Focus groups
Preference interviews

Visual interpretation
Branding
Target marketing

Evaluation
How does it work for them?

Usability testing
Log analysis
Customer feedback
Card sorting

Interaction design
Interaction flow
Page layout
Nomenclature

52

Surveys

Field research



User Research Planning

53

A survey tells us who is visiting 
and what the patterns of 
purpose and expectation are.

Field research (e.g. interviews) 
tells us what they are trying to 
do, how they go about it, and 
something of why they are 
doing it.

Traffic shows an 
undifferentiated mass of visitors

Includes contextual 
interviews,  diaries, 
“ethnography”, and many 
other techniques.

All help you understand

your users,
their activities,

their motivations, 

and contexts

Field Research

54



Have a plan

What is the overall objective of the interviews?

“To define the requirements for the hotel redesign.”

What are the research questions you’re exploring?

“What are the steps people take when arriving at the hotel?”

“What are their immediate needs?”

“How are they currently trying to meet these needs?”

“What does the hotel experience mean to these people?”

Who will you include in the research?

Frequent travelers, infrequent travelers, traveling for business, 
traveling for pleasure

What tasks, activities, and contexts do you want to 
observe/discuss?  

55

More on this later...

Recruiting

Begin with your segments

You can do it yourself...

Friends, family, coworkers

Existing user base, customer support inquiries, advertise on existing site

Classified ads, Craigslist

Or use a recruiting agency.

But don’t take recruiting lightly!

Recruiting Without Fear
http://www.uie.com/reports/recruiting_without_fear/

56

Learn more from UIE



A Telling Quote about recruiting...

“This takes ABSOLUTELY ALL MY TIME. 
It's more than phone calls. It’s 
massaging the reps, establishing 
relationships, chit chat, scheduling. 
I have gray hair now!” 

– Employee tasked with recruiting in 
addition to her normal job

57

Writing a Screener

A simple script to weed out subjects

Write around 20 questions that narrow in on who 
you’re after

Order questions from generic to specific

Be very clear and specific 

Avoid jargon

58



You are looking for…

Find people who are currently engaged in the tasks

Pick the people who will give you the best response
Will talk a lot

Can carry on a conversation for an hour

Will communicate clearly (possibly with translator)

Interested in taking the time

59

Recruiting: How Many Users?

This is one of the biggest debates in user research

Remember: this isn’t science

(We’re looking for feedback to help us design a product or 
tool, not prove a hypothesis or manufacture a new 
prescription drug.)

In our experience: 4 to 6 people per audience segment is 
enough

60



Sometimes also called diaries.  The idea is to get people 
capturing their thoughts and feelings while having the 
experience.

Give people tools and a flexible system for capturing 
and communicating their experience to you.  

- Recruit people who have a digital camera or camera 
phone (or provide them one).  

- If you’re working on software, show them how to take 
screenshots and print them out.

Annotated Experiences

61

Encourage people to take notes on 
their pictures.



Would I look in the minibar for 
any of this?

CDs?

an “Intimacy Kit”?
A first aid kit?

What is an “intimacy kit”?

Ask for details...

This is what I 
saw when I 

walked into my 
room.

Have them tell you a story...



I had no idea 
what to do 

with this when 
I felt this on 
the wall the 
first time..

After three days in the 
hotel, I still wasn’t sure 
whether I was supposed 
to use the button, the 

slider, or both.

Notebooks are also a great way to collect 
diaries and annotated experiences.



Interviews

What will participants be doing?

What will you be asking them?

How do you figure out what to ask?

67

Choose an setting

68

Setting Appropriate For...

Lab

Validating product interfaces

Building confidence in observed trends

Findings that require less interpretation, are 
integrated into iterative process

Phone
Exploring long term activities

Geographical distribution

Information research tasks

Field

Observing environment and context 

Situations where artifacts are important

Seeing group interaction

Highly transactional tasks



Comparing Costs

69

Lab Phone/Remote Field
Timing

Preparation (Plan, Protocol) 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Recruiting 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Conducting Interviews 3 days 3 days 4 days (5-6 with travel)

Analysis 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks 1-2 weeks

Totals 4-7 weeks 4-7 weeks 4-7 weeks

Expenses

Incentives $600-1200 $600-$1200 $1200-1800

Equipment (Camera, tapes) $400-600 $50 (audio tapes) $400-600

Travel $0 $0
$0 - $3000 (Air, 

ground, lodging, meals)

Facilities $0 - $1,000/day $0 $0

Phone charges $0 $200 $0

Totals $1000-4800 $850 - 1450 $1600 - 5400



http://www.flickr.com/photos/ih8gates/18861176/in/set-444219/
72



Content

Context Users

2

IA

What is information architecture?

the art and science of structuring, organizing 
and labeling information to help people find and 
manage information
Lou Rosenfeld and Peter Morville, authors of “the polar bear book”



Two parts to information architecture

Figure out what you have.

Figure out what to do with it.

Two parts to information architecture

Figure out what you have.

Figure out what to do with it.



The process of assessing the nature of the content and 
functionality in a system (web site, software, etc.).

What is Content Analysis?

What is “content”?

Words

Images

Video

Tools or applications

Objects, things

NOT “pdf” or “.avi” or “html”



Content Analysis Is About Patterns

And Relationships
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So, Where Does the Analysis Happen?

We will talk a lot about capturing data about a site, 
and how to record what we’ve found. 

What Are the Parts?



Ruthlessly stolen from Todd Warfel

Goal of the Content Audit

A content audit is a sampling of the site content.

The goal is to gather examples of every type of 
content that is offered. 

It is not necessary to examine every content item, but 
at least one of every type.



Example of a Content Audit



Example of a Content Audit, II



Content genres

What’s the interesting difference?



Ask yourself: How is this document used?

What is its purpose?

What expectations will people bring to it?

What can someone do with it?

Also called “document types”

Because we don’t have physical properties (size, 
shape, paper quality, binding, etc.) that suggest a 
certain use, we must be explicit about genres, to help 
people know what to expect

Press releases

Product overview

Contact information

Video tutorial

Case studies

Shopping cart

You know what you’ll get when you see links to...



Genres are the first step in gathering metadata 
First, catalog all genres (to make sure of breadth), 
then start analyzing additional metadata

Metadata answers questions people 
might have about the information 
such as:

Who wrote it? - Author

Who published it? - Publisher

What is it about? - Subject

Who is it for? - Audience

Where can I find it? - Location

As you work with metadata, 
keep in mind how it will be used...

Metadata 
has
Types
and
Values



Metadata can be applied to 
Documents and Other Things

Title

Publisher

Author
Call Number

No. of pages

ISBN

Type

Price

Method

Size

Color
Weight Farm

Region

Fruit

ID

What metadata do you need?

There is no one true list of metadata fields to rule 
them all.

It all depends up on how you want to use the 
metadata.

Better yet, think about what you want your site to do, 
and then determine if metadata can make it happen.



http://www.sears.com/

http://www.icdlbooks.org/icdl/AdvancedSearchCategory



http://www.popvssoda.com/
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Why Control Vocabulary?

An agreed-upon set of preferred terms within an organization.
Controlled vocabularies

The simplest form is the synonym ring.

Elizabeth 
Burton

Elizabeth 
Warner

Elizabeth 
Fortensky

Elizabeth 
Taylor = = =



equivalent hierarchical associative

Complex Thesaurus Relationships

Vehicle

Auto

Mechanic

Traffic

Car

Station
Wagon

Automobile

Volkswagen

Variant terms

Broader terms

Related terms

Narrower terms

Two parts to information architecture

Figure out what you have.

Figure out what to do with it.



Content

IA

Context Users

106

Top-Down

Content

Context

Users

Bottom-Up

Metadata-driven

Task-based

Departmental

Brand-driven

Topic/subject based

Sub-site

Tags/folksonomy



Top-DownUsers Task-based+ =

Partner

Connection

Home Page

Manage

Partnership

Marketing

Tools
Events Sales Tools Products

Development

Tools

Patches &

Fixes
SupportTraining

Market Sell Develop Implement/

Support

Top-DownContent Topic/Subject based+ =



Top-DownContent Topic/Subject based+ =

Top-DownContext Departmental+ =



Top-DownContext Brand-driven+ =

Philip Morris IA

Investor and Corporate Information
News and Events

Our Beer Business
Our Food Business

Our Tobacco Business
Making A Difference

“Makers of the world’s finest
consumer products”

Before

About Philip Morris
Philanthropy
Press Room
Investor Relations
Careers

“Working to make a 
difference. The people of 
Philip Morris.”

After



Bottom-upContent Metadata-driven+ =

At the market I bought tomatoes...

Probably more of a side dish...

How can I prepare them?

It’s summer: Grill!

Bottom-upContent Metadata-driven+ =

I just bought a wok...

So I will want stir-fry...

For dinner!



Consider new metadata



You've got eight categories set up. In red wine, for 
example, there are "juicy," "smooth," "big," each 
modified by several adjectives. Why those adjectives? 
Why those categories for that matter?

First we started looking at all the adjectives commonly 
used for wine. We blocked out maybe two hundred and 
fifty of them on cards, and then aligned the cards in broad 
sweeps based on attributes we thought would tie to 
different colors of wine. Then we started to turn over cards 
that needed a glossary for the average person to 
comprehend, the words that were understandable only by 
someone with a substantial knowledge of wine. Then if 
they were so broad that they were essentially meaningless 
we got rid of them. In the end we had about thirty words 
that seemed to work.

So how did this whole thing come about?

Most wine stores tend to be organized by grape type, 
or country of origin. But neither of those 
organizational directions allow for a consumer who 
knows nothing about wine to be comfortable. They 
both presume a certain knowledge and awareness on 
the part of the consumer, and when you put the onus 
of knowing what a cabernet or merlot is on the 
customer, you immediately narrow your customer 
base. We wanted to democratize the process. We 
really set about making it as simple as possible.

http://www.bestcellars.com/aboutbc/art_winenews_06-0700.asp

Innovation in Classification



Bottom-upUser Tags/folksonomy+ =

Tags = Metadata

Technological improvements have made it easier to 
tag, but it’s not new.

Terms applied to content are generated/chosen by 
everyone.

Great for serendipitous browsing (e.g., Flickr).

Tags cannot solve all your information retrieval 
problems.



Love Your Labels

Information scent 
helps users find things

How to decide 
upon labels

Be consistent with 
terminology

Make your labels clear when juxtaposed
Make your labels clear when juxtaposed



Avoid exposing internal jargonAvoid exposing internal jargon

Clever labels can obscure destinations



Avoid referring to the same thing with different terms

Slides stolen from MAYA Design



Slides stolen from MAYA Design
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Three Ways of Thinking 
About Interaction Design
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It’s about technology.

130

What to tell taxi drivers 
about interaction design:

“I design things so they 
are easy and fun to use.”
Matt Jones
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It’s about behavior.

UX Week 2006 132
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It’s about people.

UX Week 2006

Just what is interacting, anyway?

134
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What kinds of interactions?

136

With a system
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138
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With other people



UX Week 2006

What’s an interaction?
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UX Week 2006

What’s an interaction?
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UX Week 2006

What’s an interaction?

143

144

Why Interaction Design?



Interaction Design

Putting the Design in Interaction Design

145

Interaction Design

Putting the Design in Interaction Design
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Interaction Design

Putting the Design in Interaction Design
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Interaction Design

Putting the Design in Interaction Design

148
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IxD, UX, HCI, IA, ID, UIE, WTF!

150



Characteristics of 
Interaction Design

151

Trustworthy

152



UX Week 2006

Trustworthy

153

UX Week 2006

Trustworthy
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UX Week 2006

Trustworthy
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Smart

156



UX Week 2006

Smart

157

UX Week 2006

Moore’s Law

158
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Responsive

UX Week 2006

Responsive

160



161

162

Appropriate



the elements of user experience — 29 february 2005 163

UX Week 2006

Texture

164



UX Week 2006

Texture

165

166

Clever
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UX Week 2006

Tesler’s Law

168
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Poka-Yoke Principle

UX Week 2006 170
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Ludic

UX Week 2006

Ludic

172
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UX Week 2006

Ludic

174
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Pleasurable

UX Week 2006

Pleasurable

176



The Craft 
of Interaction Design

177

The Craft 
of Interaction Design

178



What is
 known

What is
 unknown

W
hat is liked

W
hat is disliked

What is unused

What is
 used

What is wanted
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Do we really 
need all this 

documentation?

Models
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What is
 known

What is
 unknown

W
hat is liked

W
hat is disliked

What is unused

What is
 used

What is wanted



Personas
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Personas
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Fictitious persons for whom 
you are designing

Represents the archetypal 
qualities of your audience

Communicate design and 
research activities to the 
rest of the organization

Drawn from ethnographic 
research

Named as individuals

Developed for specific 
contexts

Are:

Based on demographics or 
market segments

User profiles (”Soccer 
mom”)

Meant for reuse, 
“enterprise-wide”

Are not:



Personas
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Fictitious persons for whom 
you are designing

Represents the archetypal 
qualities of your audience

Communicate design and 
research activities to the 
rest of the organization

Design targets

Typical and believable

Are:

Stereotypical

Drawn from gut feelings 
about your audience

Are not:

Personas
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Fictitious persons for whom 
you are designing

Represents the archetypal 
qualities of your audience

Communicate design and 
research activities to the 
rest of the organization

Effective at bringing user-
centered design ideas into 
organizations

A shared reference

Are:

Are not:
A magic bullet
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100 20 30 40 50+

1, 2,4,7 12 9 3,5,6 8,11

Scope of Relationships

Time Allowance
constrained free

2 4,7,11 8,9,10,12 1,3,5,6

Stockpiling/planning
day of plan ahead

2 4,8,12 7,11 1,3,5,6,9,10

Organization
low high

2 7,12 1,4,8,9,11 6,10 3,5

Organizes Others
none many

2,7 1,4,8,9,10,11,12 3,5,6

Complexity of tools
single tool multiple tools

1 2,5 4,12 6,7,9,10,11 3,8

Use of technology
paper-based computer

2,4,5 8,10,12 1,3,6,7,9,11

3,5,6

3,5,6

3,5,6

3,56

3,5,6

2,7

2

2

2

2,7

7

7

7

11 8,9,10,12

8,9,11 1012

8,9,10,11,12

9,10,11 812

8,10,12 9,11

Behavioral Analysis

Developing Personas
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Name them

Have photos of them

Identify key traits 
and behaviors

Keep it concise

Let them speakBe wary of ‘typing’ them



Sketches
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Storyboards
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Flow diagrams with the Visual Vocabulary
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Rule Number One

Ensure that the widest 
possible audience can…
 •  distribute
 •  open
 •  read
 •  print
 •  use
…the documents you 
produce.

Maximize 
portability



The Visual Vocabulary

“If it will work in PowerPoint, it 
will work anywhere”

Set of standard shapes to 
express common concepts

Designed to be:
•  Tool-agnostic
•  Whiteboard-compatible
•  Self-contained

Not just a collection of 
symbols, but a system with 
its own internal logic

An example

From the search query page, the 
user can submit a query.

The system checks to see if the 
query is valid; if it is not, the system 
returns the user to the query page.

If the query is valid, the user is 
presented with a sequence of 
search results pages.

From these pages, the user can 
navigate to one or more content 
pages matching the query, or return 
to the query page to refine the 
query.

search query

submit

invalid

search results

valid

refine 
query

content pages



Creating modular structures

These elements allow you to:

Break up your diagram 
across multiple pages

Represent unusually 
complex (tangled) 
architectures

Create reusable “objects”

order
confirmed

continue to:
home page

home login
member
home

Conditional elements

Represent basic concepts used in conditional logic

Can be combined to create arbitrarily complex 
navigational structures



search query

search results

content pages

submit

refine 
query

Three search flows

search query

search results

content pages

submit

refine 
query

search query

search results

content pages

submit

valid

invalid

refine 
query

exactly 
one 
result

search query

search results

content pages

submit

valid

invalid

refine 
query

Mood Boards
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Liz Danzico, The Devil’s in the 
Wireframes: 
“a singular composition and a 
collaborative expression, 
communicating the vision of 
both an individual and a team.”

A representation of inventory, 
the content and interfaces a user 
will encounter within the 
context of a given page, screen, 
application state, etc.

A means of communicating the 
priority of elements within an 
interface, and their 
relationships to one another

197

Now Start Drawing: 
Wireframes

Socialtext.com home page

Make schematics that correlate 
to the flow diagrams 

Use standard symbols to 
represent interaction devices

Show all functions 

Use consistent names and labels 
across all flows and schematics

Do not include any visual design 
direction

User call-outs to describe any 
functionality that isn’t self-
explanatory

Use good visual design principles

One schematic can serve 
multiple pages

198

Wireframe guidelines

Socialtext.com home page
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Stark and simple

200

Utilize existing imagery



Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

The user must be able to easily 
see and understand the actions 
that they may take.

Visibility acts as a suggestion, 
reminding the user of possibilities 
and inviting the exploration of 
new ideas and methods.

Architecture and navigation 
nomenclature must be 
meaningful to the users 
(descriptive, evocative).



Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Remember that very discoverable features may 
still be too innovative.



Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

The effect of each action 
must be visible and easy to 
interpret, so that the user can 
learn what the system does.

Feedback must be immediate 
and contextual...

…so they know the action 
they tried to take really did 
complete

…so users can recognize and 
recover from mistaken 
actions

Find the error!



Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Actions should be 
without cost -- 
make errors less 
costly

Errors must be easy 
to undo.

The interface 
should help users 

Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context



Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Discoverable
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Principles of Transparent Interaction Design 
Feedback Recoverable Context

Give the user a sense of time
How long will it take? How many steps are there? 
Where am I in the process?

Give the user a sense of place
Where am I now? Where should I go?

Give the user a sense of meaning
Why am I here? What’s likely to be here?
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Direct and Indirect Manipulation

212
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Magic Number Seven

UX Week 2006

Magical Number Seven

214

7 1 9 4 6 0 2 8 1 3



UX Week 2006

Magical Number Seven
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216

Fitt’s Law
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Tesler’s Law: 
The Conservation of Complexity



UX Week 2006

Tesler’s Law
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Beyond Wireframes:
Documenting Applications

220



Sample Wire Frame

Functional Annotations

Content Annotations

Issues Changes since last revisionKey

None None
Functional
Reference

Content
Reference

Static Text

Linked Text

Dynamic Text

Conditional

Include

Lorum ipsum

Lorum ipsum

Lorum ipsum

include

1

1

Interaction Designer: Dan Saffer

Version: 1.0

Date Revised: 6/5/2003

Project Name: Sample Documents

1

1

Screen 1 of 1

Logo

Login
user name

password

Forgot my passwordBegin Try

Short description of our

products and services

here. Short description of

our products and services

here. More >>

Teaser. Reasons to

choose New Bank here.

Compare us to other

brokers. Check out our

favorable rates and fees.

etc.

bullet point

bullet point

bullet point

bullet point

Product 2
Brief description of

product 2 here

More >>

Product 1
Brief description of

product here

More >>

Today's Rates

Submit

Apply Now

Demo

Demo

Legal and Disclosure Notices - Privacy Policy - Customer Agreement

About New Bank - Customer Service - Pressroom

1
2

2

3

4

3

Links to Home on subsequent pages.

Login Module. Submit either takes to secure

banking application or to a resubmit page if

there is an error.

Button links to account application page.

Links to Forgotten Password page.
2

Dynamic Rate Table.

2 Products and services text can be modular, to

be swapped in and out. Thumbnail graphics

can illustrate products.

3

3 Copyright and other legal information

Need help? Contact Us

Apply

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetaur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod
tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad

minimveniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea

commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate

velitesse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat

cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt mollit anim id
estlaborum

branding space

Why bank?

Learn the basics about

banking.

Why New Bank?

Reasons to choose New

Bank here. Compare us to

other banks. Check out our

favorable rates and fees.

etc.

4

4
Space for branding messages as well as for

promotions.

Rate Table

1

4

5 Links to Contact Us page.

5

TRADITIONAL DOCUMENTATION

Traditional documentation

221

CH-CH-CH-CH-CHANGES

What’s changed



“Wireframing AJAX is a [expletive]... We have to determine 
all the things a user might do, and wireframe the blessed 
moments of each possibility.”
- Jeffrey Zeldman, Web 3.0

(you should see what’s in the comments section)

AJAX BRINGS THE PAIN TO THE WEB

The point of pain

223

We’re all in the same boat now.



“BLESSED MOMENTS” = MICROSTATES

What’s changed?

HAVING MICROSTATES 
MEANS DOCUMENTING
Invitation, Activation, Updates
Affordances and Constraints
Timing



layout
priority

behavior
content

functionality
exception handling

technical specifications
microstates

timing
+  ___________

woah!

YOU WANT ALL THIS IN A WIREFRAME??

You want all that in a wireframe?!

227

ONE DOCUMENT TO RULE THEM ALL?

One document to rule them all?

228



THREE EXPERIMENTS
Frame-by-Frames
Lo-Fi Animations

Wireframes with Key Frames

229

FRAME-BY-FRAMES

Storyboards: frame by frame
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ID: Bill Scott & Eric Miraglia Date:

Mouse 

Hover Mouse Down Drag Initiated

Drag Over

Valid Target

Drag Over

Invalid Target

Drag Over

Parent Container

Drop

Accepted

Drop

Rejected

Drop On

Parent Container

Cursor

CSS Move cursorCSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor CSS Move cursor Normal Cursor Normal Cursor Normal Cursor

Tool Tip

Drag Object

Full Opacity Reduced Opacity Reduced Opacity Reduced Opacity & Invalid Badge Reduced Opacity

Modules animates into the area 

just below insertion bar

Modules animates back to 

the home area

Modules animates back to 

the home area

Module comes to rest in new 

area

Module comes back to rest 

at full opacity

Modules comes back to 

rest at full opacity

Modules slide up in a self-healing 

transition to close hole

Drop Target

No insertion bar, just a gap No insertion bar, just a gap Insertion bar showing where it will drop No insertion bar, just a gap No insertion bar, just a gap & original hole

Insertion bar is removed as first 

frame of animation

Insertion bar is removed 

as first frame of animation

Insertion bar is removed 

as first frame of 

animation

Drag and Drop Modules - Interesting Moments Grid

Currently on beta.my.yahoo.com Nov-05
Storyboards: frame by frame
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ADVANTAGES
Clear and Concise

Sequence of Interaction
Amazing Level of Detail

232



DISADVANTAGES
No Context
No Timing

Time-Consuming

233

Show me



Hide me

Fill in:

|

Add

Hide me

Fill in:

Pickles|

Add



Hide me

Fill in:

Pickles|

Add

Hide me

Fill in:

Pickles

|

Add

X



Hide me

Fill in:

Pickles

|

Add

X

Add doesn’t work at this point,
so you either need to hide the 
control or delete (x) the Pickles entry

ADVANTAGES
No Need for Working Prototype

Great ROI
Easily Understood

Can Compliment Other Docs

240



DISADVANTAGES
No Detail

No Discrete Steps
No Technical Notes

Non-Standard Deliverable

241

alternate names

submit >

Version:

Date:

Title: Register page

18 July 2005

1.0

Participant Interface Notes

Functional Notes:

The registration page allows users to signup for Participate simply by entering a user name and a valid email address.

branding & navigation

footer

register

All we really need is a unique name and email, everything after that is 
gravy. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, nulla at fermentum nonummy 
turpis mauris rutrum justo, nec. Cras malesuada, nulla at fermentum 

nonummy.

create a username:

enter your email:

email error

a

b

Sign me up for the mailing list

The name ryan_c is unavailable. 
How about:
ryan_c_01
iam_ryanc
ryan_c_isme

a When user completes name entry and clicks to 
email entry, compare the entered name to previously
claimed names on the site. If the name is a match,
generate alternates that can be clicked on to fill the
entry field.

b Is it possible to treat the "submit" button click as a 
call to validate the form of the user's entered email? 
If there are any formating errors, alert the user and 
prevent the page from loading the confirmation.

3

The address you entered isn't 
formatted properly.

hot posts

Instruction text lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.

Tuesday, July 19, 2005

written by: authorname

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Cras malesuada, 
nulla at fermentum nonummy, turpis mauris rutrum justo, nec molestie dolor 
eros porttitor lorem. Proin pharetra wisi eu tortor. Vivamus cursus tortor id 
purus. Suspendisse potenti. Ut dui. Vestibulum tincidunt. 

comment on this post  |  more by this author  | permalink  

written by: authorname

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Cras malesuada, 
nulla at fermentum nonummy, turpis mauris rutrum justo, nec molestie dolor 
eros porttitor lorem. Proin pharetra wisi eu tortor. Vivamus cursus tortor id 
purus. Suspendisse potenti. Ut dui. Vestibulum tincidunt. 

comment on this post  |  more by this author  | permalink  

written by: authorname

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Cras malesuada, 
nulla at fermentum nonummy, turpis mauris rutrum justo, nec molestie dolor 
eros porttitor lorem. Proin pharetra wisi eu tortor. Vivamus cursus tortor id 
purus. Suspendisse potenti. Ut dui. Vestibulum tincidunt.  

comment on this post  |  more by this author  | permalink  

archive >

Monday, July 18, 2005

archive >

1

tag: campaign

tag: film

tag: campaign

2

1
Provide the user with some notification of what the email a friend 

action is worth in Participant points to encourage follow-through 

and introduce non-registered users in the Incentive program.

2

3

On click, commit the user's entered email addresses and 

message, send to target addresses, and link user to a 

confirmation page

For users who have invited friends over email, provide reporting 

on # invited and # accepted. Hide actual names by default, but 

allow users to view them by clicking the "view" link

That name works. Thanks!

User makes selection or inputs new name 
that is valid & available:

WIREFRAMES WITH KEY FRAMES

Wireframes: adapting and evolving
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KEY FRAMES

Explaining key frames
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2

Rove to Bush: "Pack My Box with Five Dozen Liquor Jugs"

graphic

PROGRAMMING NOTE: Pack my box with five dozen 
liquor jugs. Back in June we delivered oxygen 
equipment of the same size. 

Removed timer.
Increased size of 

This module should refresh live. How often 
should be determined.

Pack my box with five 

dozen liquor jugs. 

3

If there is an image gallery, this image will not appear here.3

User goes to a mosaic

Has the 
Snapshot been 
updated in 12 

hours?

Has the user 
seen the 
update?

Nothing is 
highlighted

Less than six 
hours?

The new 
bullet(s) are 
highlighted

Updated bullet(s) 
are lightly 

highlighted

Yes

No

NoYesYes

No

• Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs.
• Back in June we delivered oxygen
• The job requires extra pluck and zeal
• The five boxing wizards jump quickly.
• Six big juicy steaks sizzled in a pan

NOTES

adaptive� � path Headline and Snapshot

Dan Saffer 
CNN.com 
Relaunch page 3 of 34

04 May 06 adaptive� � path Headline and Snapshot

Dan Saffer <dan@adaptivepath.com>
CNN.com
Relaunch page 4 of 34

25 April 06

1

CHANGES SINCE LAST VERSION OUTSTANDING ISSUES

Notes the last time the snapshot was updated. If this is under 6 hours, it will be shown in 
relative time, down to the minute (e.g. "Updated 40 minutes ago"). After 6 hours, it will read 
"Today at [Time] EST ([Time] GMT)" e.g. "Updated Today at 3:45 am EST (8:45 am GMT)". 
After a day, it becomes "Last Updated Yesterday at [Time] EST ([Time] GMT)". After this, the 
date should be displayed e.g. "Last Updated March 31, 2006 at 3:43 am EST (8:43 am GMT)". 
This will help convey timeliness.

1

2

UPDATED: 3 HOURS AGO (Reuters)

SHOWING CONTEXT

Explaining key frames
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ADVANTAGES
Known Deliverable

Holistic View
Can Show Full-Screen Changes

Good ROI

245

DISADVANTAGES
Tough with Many Microstates

Wireframes are Crowded
Timing is Lost

246



Storyboards
for DETAIL

Lo-fi animations
for TIMING

Wireframes with key frames
for CONTEXT

STILL NO ONE RING

Documenting Ajax
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Thank You!

Peter Merholz

peterme@adaptivepath.com
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